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ABSTRACT
A reptesentativ0 sample of Current research

investigating ecolo4icaI variables i-n classrooes ib reviewed in this
paper; Empirically-based recommendations for classroom arrangement
abd s'aggested areas of research which might be beneficial to the
deve..Lopment of prescriptive'guideiines for preschool 'claSsrooms for
handicapped children are provided. The content of the review has been..
organized 'into five major divisions: 11) adults in the classroom, (2)

the grouping of children within the classroom, (3),, architectual
variables, k(4) scheduling, and (5) arrangement of materials, in the
classroom. It is concluded that, general, current research
recommendations for facilities tor handicapped children do not appear
tOte based on empirical findings about effects of environmental
variables on child or teacher behavior. It is argubd that programatic
research this area is needt3d toAaetter define the effects of
teacher/child ratios, material choice and arrangements., child
groupings, scheduling, and architectural arrangements on the behairior
of handicapped children in preschool classrOoms. (Author/Me)
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Optimal a rangement5 of the physical and social compOnents o

' classrooms for

of educators

ndicapped children has been a continuing concern

allied praCtitioners (Guralnick, 1978).' Much'effort

has been directe :toward design and implementation.of physical environ-

ments to facilitate the' education and care of these children (cf. SOivack,

1974; Evans, 1972), however, only limited research has documented the

effects of physic 1 variables on the behavior of,persons in these settings.

Most often, it app)ears that the selection of classroom design (arrangement

of physical components, scheduling, teacher-childratios, etc.) has been

. ) P.

, based on the "folklore" of teachers, the informal knowledge acquired

't

p.

11

through experience with chfldren, or on the limits imposed by the particular

situation (size of room, availability 'of equipment, funding for staff,

)

school scheduling requirementi).

Recent right to education laws and the rdsulting 'trendi towards

mainstreaming abd preschool education for the handicapped have emphasized

the need for prescriptive guidelines for arranging therapeutic learg

environments for young handicapped children.. "Federal, state, and local

health requirements (e.g., Regulations for Licensing Child Care enters,

1977) proOlde minimal glance by regulating size of classrooms ,play=

grounds, sanitation 'conditions, and minimum numbers of teachers.- 0owever,

within the confines of these regulation's, no direction is offered toward

creAting environmental arrangements which are'comparatively more supportive

to child and teacher.



The purpose of this paper Vs to'review a representative,s7le of

curreni' reearch investigating ecological variables in classrooms in order

to makeempirically-based recommendations for classrdom arrangement and
41.

to suggest areas of research which might be beneficial to tHe development

of -prescriptive guidelines-for preschool,classrooms for handicapped children.

Overview of literature reviewed .

Research and supparting literature Alch might contribute to the

formulation of prescriptions for .preschool handicapped classroom environ-

ments is not readily available from any single discipline. Four focal

qreas of literature have been identified:

1) Traditional.ecologTcal studies. These investigations examine the

t -

behavior of children in classrooms as a funttion of aturally occurring

changes in the environments. No formal research d sig is employed although

statistical analyses of effects are common. Subje ts are observed in a

setting or settings they typically frequent: Emph sis 4k placed on behavior

patterns of the group of children.as a function oil the particular environ-

ment or activity setting.

2) Behavioral ecology studies. Investigat ons employing two or

more,experimental conditions to investigate the effects of environmental

dents on the behavior of children in classrooms or group care settings

were placed in this classification. Generally, these studies examine fewer

.variables than the inv stigat ons in category 1 Which focus on.the stream

of behaviors exhibited by-the subjects.

-

3) Behavioral and ecological studies with,handicapped children.

Research reporting investigations of the effects of physical classroom

variables on the-behavior'of yourig handicaPped persons was.considered in'

this area. In aJevicases, reports were classified in either area 1 or 2,

and in area 3 because the reports considered bah normal and handicapped

1.1
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populations.

4) Prescriptive articles. Reports mhich did not contain data-based
7

c_

investigations, but did suggest guidelines for environmental arrangement

of classrooms were reviewed and considered under. this NOading

Definitions

Ecology. Ecology is a term shared by psychOlogists, sociologists
, 4

and educators (cf: Auerswald, 1969; Barker, 1964; Michaels, 1974; Wahler,

1972), yet there 4s little agreement concerning its precfse definttion.

While those interested ill ecology share some oyerlapping tenets, there is

little homogenity among writers (Holman, 1977). The term "human ecology"

emerged as a sociological concept sharing ties with the systemics model

of plant and animal ecology (Theodo'rson, 1961) and was modified by Barker
0

and his colleagues,(Barker, 1968; Gum), 1971; Barker & Schoggen, 1973;

Wright, 1967) to focus on behavicir settings and their impact upon the

behavior of persolt in those settings, Currently, the term is used by

psychologists studying human behavior.in at least two ways. One use of

the term referes to the system of intrapersonal behavior in which the

.subject is viewed as demonstratingya complex of interrelated behaviors,

and changes in one behavior may result it.i-charoges,i-no-other behaYiors

'(cf. 1977; Wahler,.1977.). A second' use of the term.focusei.on

4.
the subject within the physical miliem (Gump, 1977; Risley, 1977). Here

it is argued that the arrangement of the setting influences the subject's

behavior. The second definition is one Closely aligned to Barker's

conceptualization of the term and'the definit1on used throughoui this

paper.
I

-
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Physical Ecology. The ecology or environment of the classroom

includes both physical and social dimensions; however, this discussion
4

will be limited to the physical components of group instructional setttngs.

These varAablescinclude walls; furnishings and their arrangements; academic

and4recreational activities and materialsi, and their scheduling and number;

and persons present, and their number and arrangement.. Included in this

consideration Of physical ecology are variables such as sequence of activities,

numbers of teachers present (but not their'specific behaviors), seating

'4arrangements of children, accessibility of materials, arrangement of furni-

ture, placement of barriers and materials in the cllssroom space. Arrange-

ment of academi materials for-teaching specific skills will not be reviewed,

here. ,Curricu m content, social interaction, teacher variables (style,

reinforcement, nstructions) and composition of student enrollment (example,

ratios of-handi pped to nonhandicapOed.children) have not been evaluated

in this paper, al hough their isportante in the total classroom ecology

Clearly is recognized. The contingency .mtlieu (the presghce of reinforcing ,

and punishing events and their relationship to child behavior)-also Comprises

an important aspect of the classroom enOironment, but is disdussed here

only in terms of its relationship to the physical setting.

The reviewed literature was limited to studies or reports describing

classroom or child care settings. Although a few studies were carried

out,in simulated classroom-situations, en attempt has been made to draw

primarily from findings based on actual classroom observations. Because

the research describing Oilys4cal aspects of preschools for handicapped

children is extremely limited, much of the literature cited refers to

normal preschool children. Also,.due to the limited research in this area,

a few studies examining the effects of physiCal .classroom variables
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with older children have been described where it appeared that these

studies were relevant to the overall focUs of the review.

The content of the review, has been organized into five major.

divisions coinciding with the,primary areas of research on classroom

)egvironments.

'These areas include;

1) Adults in the Classroom: the effects af variatiOn in number
and placement of teachers and care ivers in the preschool and
early chi.ldhood learning centers

2) Child Arrangements: the effects of number of children and
'their arrangement within the classroom

3) Architectural Variables: the effects of lighting, open vs.
giosed arrangements, cubicles for academic learning, and
general building dimensions and arrangement

4) Scheduling: the effects of varying arrangements of activities
within e-preschool day

Arrangemen of Materials in the Classroom: considerations of
accessilbility of material and their disialay, the type and
number of materials available. .

Adults in the Classroom

The adult, a teacher, aide, or caregiver in the preschool classroom

yay be the single most influential ecological variable (Houston-Stein,

.Friedrich-Cofer, & Susman, 1977), as it is this person who is'largely

responsible for determining all other aspects of the e6ironment. The'

4

3

teacher selects materia1s, arradges them, determines the schedule, groups

chiTdren and modifies environmental arrangemeNs. These monitOring and '

selection activities, the type and degree.of structure the adult imposes

ulion classrooms,-and the style of adult teaching and social'Anteraction

b

will not be discussed specifically. However, the implicit importance of

adult behavior is liecognized and assumptions about the oritical nature of

_adult influence prompt considerations of less complex variables, such as

number of adults present and their location. If the behavior of adults

U



4
in the preschool classrooms was not relevant, the number and location of

these persons would be of littletonsequence.

The-role of adUlts in classrooms, typically teachers, has been a

topic of interest to researchers (cf..,:Huston-Stein et al., 1977),

educators (Read,496O; Caldwell, 1967; Keister, 1970) and agencies

spQnsible for child care and education (cf.,.Caldwell, 1969). The

problem viding adequate adult attention to children in group

settings has been traditionally approaohed by recoMmending various staff/
-

'cnifd ratios In genertl, increases in staff/child..ratios ara suggested

)

A

as the develppffiental Age of;the children in a facility increases (1:3

recommended for infants; 1:5 for toddlers, 1:10 for normal preschool
o

chilArerq 1,:7 for mildly handicapped preschool children; and 1:4 for

severely handicapped,'Kansas Child-Care Regulations, 1977, p. 20).

Howe4r there is little empirical evidence .of the effects of staff/child
*

ratios in either caretaking or therapeutiq'settings for normal or handi-

.,qapped young chilarenj

Studies with handicapped populations.are particularly lacking.

Although a few investigators have examined the effects of number of ward

,
staff on the behavior of institutionaltzed populations (see Berkson &

Landesman-Dwyer, 1977), recent literature contains only'one such invest-

igation with handicapped children in preacademic settings: Frankel and

Graham (1976) observed a group of six retarded ch.ildren and a group'of

six autistic children'in'preacademic teaching sessions when teacher/child

lido was either 1 1 or 1:3: No significant differences in child attention

and on-task behavior wera found. However, the results may have been

confounded by differences.in tasks during the two ratio conditions. Further,

the division of each 20-min. se'ssion into 3-min. segments with evaluation

,40
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of different tasks, ratios of teachers, ch'ild groupings and reinforcement,

mO not have allowed sufficient evaluatioq of any single variable.

Several studies have examined effects of teacher or staff ratios with

normal children in group care dnd.preschool settings. Since each of these

studies has been done in different types of settings, there is relatively

little empirical evidence for any single type of child population or setting.'

In an investigation of dependency and social behaviors of normal .

preschool children n graded,and ungraded classrooms, O'Connor (1975) reported

that in the setting with more adults present (4dult/childcratio of 1:3.5),

children inbteracted significantly more with adult's than with children, and

made more frequent bids for adult attehtion than chilOren in the setting

with fewer adults (adult/child ratio of 1:7). These results should be
)ik

viewed with caution, however, since a second variable, composition.of child

groups (graded vs. ungraded) coincided with the differences in teacher/Oild

ratios. Although differences in levels of child/child.and child/adult

interaction'were seen between the-groups having different teacher/child)

ratios, no clear advantage or disadvantage was observed in either group.

O'Connor suggests that a balance between extremeiy high and low teacher/

child ratios is perhaps the safest and most feasible.

' In an experimental stUdy investigating the effects of teacher presence
0 .

on activity selection and duration of attendance in activities, Hursh .

(1972) found that presencb of a sin.gle teacher was critical to attracting

2 1/2-to-3-year-old children to an area. Effects of.different numbers'

Of teachers were not investigated. In a comprehensive study of children's

attivities in preschools, Stodolsky (1974) reported teacher/child ratios

significantly influenced duration ofsbildren's activities and rate of

transitions. In the four preschools studied, higher numbers of adults
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a

consistently resulted in shorter periods of activity and more transitions.

1."14

The itrongest effects were seen with the youngest children, and in a long-

itudinal sample of the *children's behavior (spanning tWo years), the effect

of Child/staff ratios appeared to decrease as children aged.

'Ipvestigations in group care settings for infants and for infants and

preschoolers (Haskins, 1974; Cataldo & Risley, 1914; LeLaurin & Risley, 112)

consistently suggest that number of staff present may not'be as.critical as
4

. the careful placement of staff and assignment of staff to specific activities.

Haskins (1974) investigated the effects of number of staff on interactions

with infants in a group care setting and determined that staff efficiency

'in terms of time spent fhteracting-with the children decreased from 75% tO

45% as number of staff increased from one to four per4sons per area when

staff were not assigngd specific activities. Haskins subsequently demon-

strated that planning specific activities was a more effective means of

engaging children in interactions than increasing number of staff'and

that staff,efficiency was relatively high for a1,1 numbers oAtaff

during such activities. 'similar findings were reported)py Cataldo and 1

Rifley (1974). A study by LeLaurin and Risley (1972) evaluated the

assigamept of staff to specific activities or "zones" with preschool

chtldren in a community-based daycare program. They found that zone

assignments were more efficient for both teachers,(more opportunities for

teachers to interact with a larger number of hildripon more teaching-

oriented topics) and for children (less wait4nNtje between activities
1

and fewer disruptions).

In summary; the limitedreSearch available seems to suggest that (1)

small teacher/child ratios are.not necessarily the best arrangement for

the children in a group setting; (2) if the desired result is a high level

v
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of child/child interaction, a.sMaller number of teachers may be preferred;

(3) large numbers of staff do not necess'arily provide better care to th&

children; and (4) providing specific activities increaSes the likelihood

that any number of staff members will *nteract more frequently with the

children.

Adults_in the classroom serve another function which merits consid-.

.eration in this context. The behavior of adults has-been shown to be-'-

an effective tool in compensating for an undesirable environmentalt

arrangement. Studies by Krantz and Risley (1978), and Montes and Risley

.*"

(1975) systematically demons.trated,that chinges tn contingencies of adult

reinforcement were suffic4ent to alter childi-en's behavi(ors in arrangements

which'had previously been shown to.be the least deserable of two comparison

conditions. Research by Kounin and Gump (1974) further supPorts this

premise. In a study of 596 lessons prepared and,taught by 36 tedchers,

they determined that teacher style of presentation and the cues imp'I.icit
rf

in this style were Stronger, more .consistent determinants of child
mN

behUior than the activity o/ material involved, While PropertieS of the,

activity setting function to mold the behavior of participan&, teachers

can and do use particular teaching techntques,to modify..the effects of

'other setting variables.

Child Arrangements. v

The number of children in classrooms-has been a 'traditional concern
1

of educators (cf. Wolf, 1967). Guidelines are provided for maximum
to

number's' of children in Oeschool and daycare centers (Regulations for

LicensingChild Care Centers, 1977, P. 20) with different recommendations

forNolder and young children (infants: 9; toddlers: 10; 3 to 4 year olds:

20) Efut no additional reccendations for children with various handicaps.
,

z

r
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Typically, the suggested nuMbers are presented with some requirements for

minimum space 'per child. -Although the premise.of requiring. certain minimal .
*a

space seems to be well-founded im ecological research (Sommer,1969), little

research has inVestigated the.effects of different sized groupings of

children within classrooms.
1,

An early study by.9awes (1934) evaluated,433 children in kindergarten

classes ranging in size ,from 14 to 46 pupils. la each classroom? children
.-

'sat in desks fixed to the floor. Grópp sle had essentially no effect on

recall cores of the.children who were tested after a story presentation.

hiowever, group size affect the mean lumber of remarks per child during

discussions,with latger groups producing fewer remarks per child. Children

t
sitting nearest the teacher presenting the story and'asking questions cOnt-

ributed significantly more remarks tape discyssion than children sitting
.

in the back of the room.
4

The study by Frankel and Graham (1976) discussed earlier may also

have implications for the size.oi groupings of retarded and autistic

children. 'Within the context,pf relatively small preacademic groups, no
,

change in academic beha)ior.or disruptions was seen when children worked

alone with a,teacher or in groups of three with a teacher.

Barker and GumWs (1964) study of high school student's attending

large and small schools suggests a principle whkh may te extended to

, groups of younger children. In their research, they found that sthall
4

schools generally dffered fewer behavior settings, but that more

studentt.had opportunities to participate in these, settings. AS setting

size increased students participaed in fewer activities. In'classrooms

for handicapped children, it may be important to insure that all ochildren

4 have oppdrtunitiesiP participate in each activity that is offered. If
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Barker and Gump's preMise is va1i4 within relatively small settings (class'-

rooms) as it was across larler settings (whole schools), then small class-

rooms ,ond groupings of children would seem to'be the correct recommenhation..

91-r

Certainly, this is an area of ecological in'vestigation which would merit

further research.

Density is. a liarticvlar aspect of groupinqirof children 'n preschools °

c'

which has received considerable research (Wolfe, 1975; Smith, 1974).
sP

0

It appears that childr.en's behavior is influenced more by the manner in

which given levels of density are achieved than by the level of density
4,!1

itself. Children in nursery school settings move closer to one anothe r

(McGrew, A7O) and will show less aggressive behavior (Loo, 1972) when

density is/created iv decreasing the total space available while main-
.

taining a constant group size. On the other hand, they will maintain

physical distance from one another (McG):ew, 197Q). and show increased

-

aggression and,decreased social interattion (Hutt CVaizey, 1966) when

voup stzeis-increased, but the total amount of space remains conseant.

Fagdt's.,(1977..) observations in three Dutb and iwo AmeriCan preschools

found that positive soci,J,.titeraction and task behaviors of 4-year-olds

mere quite similar in classrooms of varying densities (1.6 m2, 2.33.m2

and 10.66,m2 per'child). While-higher density doe no,t necessarily produce

negative behavior in YOung children, it may require teachers to adapt

more directive teaching ftyles and more careful planning for activilHes.

In the more civwdbd schools, Fagot reported 1 higher degree of teacher

i'esplation and leis sAllowatice for individpal's spontaneity.

Withih classrooms, the physical placement ch children for particular

activities has been shown to have am effect on their behavior. Krantz

and Risley (108) analyzed the on-task behavior of ei9ht children in a.
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suPOlemental kindergarten-like classroom. During both story time and

project Aemonstrating on-task was significantly higher when children were

spaced equidistantlj, (on chairs or sitting id assigned spaces) than when

they were allowed to crowd together (sitting on small rug).. Contingent

teacher pnaise. inks used to successfully modify the children's behavior

during a subsequent crowded condition to reseMble the legree of appro-

Priateness achieved duriagAe spacing condition. Eck (1975) reported

that children were less disruptivd during naptime in a daycare center

4hen the &its were s0ced and staggered so that children did not face

each other. In this study, teacher attention was shown to'be less effec-

tive than environmental.rearrangement in encouraging appropriate n time

behavior by toddler-S. ,

The conclusions to be drawn from tti4- small ammint of research cited

must be tentative-ones: (1) spacing and arrangement of children for
,

certain activities appeacs to facilitate appropriate behavior, and (2)

relatively larger groups may not decrease certain appropriate'academic

behaviors.
A

Architectural Variables

c. Recently, there has been a renewed interest in behavioral architec-

ture and engineering (Danford, 1976). However; the physical environment

(room size, lighting, selection and arrangement of furniture, etc.) has

consistently received attention from eduCators (Read, 1960; Hildebrand,

)976; Todd & Heffernan, 1967; Dales, Skipper, & Witherspoon, 1967 Hewes

Hartman, 1976) prescribing'optimal preschool environments. Literature

relevant to considerations f architectural variables takes several forms:

research reports, observational-anecdbtal reports,, strategy and,position

papers. .For the purposes of this .review,$apers'of several typA have been

s
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grouped together under the variable which they consider. Although.there

more literature in this topic area than the others considered in this r)

papsr, there is eelatively, 1imit6d research on most variables and with

the exception of reports of lighting effects, almost no research has been

done with handicapped populations.

Lighting

Recent studies (Painter, 1976; Ott, 1976; Arehart-Treichel, f974,,

Coleman, 1976) have investigated the effects of fluorescent light on the

4

activity level of young chilliren. None of the studies is well controlled,

and therefore, the results should not be consideeed lon'clUsive. The study

by Painter (1976) used teacher definitions and measurement of "hyperactive

behaviors" to compare the differences in nine emotionally disturbed

"'Chi ren's behavior with fluorescent-and incandescent lights in the class- -

r om. 'in the studies reported by Ott (1976) and Arehart-ireichel '0974),

camras. mounted in the ceilings recorded sequences of time-14se pictures

of four regular firstigrade elassrooms'illuminated either by regular

fluorescent or full spealum fluorescent lights with lead foil shields

wrapped around.the cathdde.ends of the tubes. This was to stop suspected

scift x-rays ihey felt contributed to hyperactivity. Although none of th

itUdles presents compreheniive data analysis, all report that standard

fluorescent'lights had an adyerse effect op 'the activity level of the child-

ren. The Painter (1976) study reported significantlypore hyperactive

inadents with fluorescent lights. Coleman (1976) reported six autistic

preschoolers spent significantfy more time engaged in repetitive behavior

'under fluorencent :These studies offer a preliminary 'look at an

environmental variable which may have an impact on many children in normal .

and special classrooms, and Su6gest thai morertgBrous investigations should
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be carried out in regard to lightiqb and its effects.

Operi7space environments.

"Open"1 classroomi haVe received considerable attention during the

last few years (Traub, Weiss, Fisher & Musella, 1972;,Kohl, 1969; Rathbone,

1972). Most research in this-area has focused qm normal children in priimary

and secondary schools. The following general observation of the effèçts

of open-space c gssrooms have been offered:

1) Open architecture does not necesarily coincide witb open
programs; relativelv traditional teaching practices often .

exist in schools of open design, (Gump, 1974, Fisher, 1974).

Open-space schooli do not consistently insure that students
will work in smaller groups or receive more individualized

teacher attention (see cdnflicting results reported Lb, Gump,

1974, and by Fisher, 1974, however).

3) There appear to be no sighific.ant differences in academic

achievement between students in open-space and traditionalally:

, designed schools (Brunetti, 1971).

Onry one study of handicapped children in open-space school

settiligS was found. This study focused on the social)effects'of

integrating EMR's with normal students. Gottlieb and Budoff (1973)

compared the social position *and acceptability of integrated and segregated'

EMR children in a traditional school building wfth those-of EMR children

in a no-interior-walls school. The results indicated thaeretarded children

in the unwalled school were rejected more than either segrdgated or inter-

1The term "open" is used in twO ways to denote architectural and programmatic

var)ations in education. "Open-space" referes to an architectural concept

in which-several classes and teachers meet ih a large areat, usually without

walls. The concept of "open" education refers to a variety of practices that

included self-dirgcted learning and a humanistic attitude toward the student.

.The focuslin this paper is only on architect*al openness:N 2

a.
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grated children in a traditional building. Alfhough these.results are

consist t with other studies of intergration,versus segre9ation (Gampel,

Harriso Budoff, 1972; Goodman, Gottlieb, & Harrison, 14301, one study

is ,not Su ient basis for a clear conclusion about the effects of "open.-

space archi

.TWaHosz, t ldo, and:Risley (1974), reported a series of studies

designed to empiri/cally test the Olidity of'an open environmental design
4

fortodd4er ana infant daycare. After observing children and staff in

two comparison conditions (ABAB design), it Was determined that an open

environment (no walls; low dividers and furniture used to emarcate

activity areas) markedly decreased the amount of time a chi d could not be

seen by an adult, and the amount of time staff members' activities were

: not vis.ilbfe to theesupervisor.' A second experiment demonstrated that infants,

and toddlers sleRt just*as well in an open environment as they did in a

dark, closed rOom. The third experiment showed an Open environment to be

as conducive to wall group preacademic tasks with toddlers as placing the
k,

groups .10 separate rooms: The effect-s reported in these investigations

'Were quite clear,and particularly the results in the,third experiment

appear to have implications for settings wtth handicapped ,dhildren who

might,have simIlar attention spans and skills as the 18- to 30- month-

old childreti siudied: '

Another study of the'effects of open-space classrooms which may have

pOtentia12.imp1ications for special preschool classrooms was conducted by \clp

.r

Reiss and 0.0date (1975). .Using a post-test only design, they evaluated,

Pie effects of open-space claisrooms on perSisten,ce and achievement by 30

second graders. ,,,Their general conclusion was that chi1,04'; who learn per-

sistence in open-space environments do aite well, scoring higher on achi-

,
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evement tests.and showing greater persistence at new tasks than children in

traditional classrooms. Children who are'not persistent in open environ-

'ments, however, score touch lower 'pan any of*the children,in tradilionalb,

'settings. This finding may have particular implications fqr handicapped

'children who exilibit lower rates of'attending and on-task behavior than

normal children, but specific evaluation of academic performance by handt-

capped,children in ypen-space schodls has not been done..

Restricted environments as an alternative to regular classroom arrangements.

The use of cubicles as an aid to increase attending by certain types

of handicapped children his been suggested. Strauss and Lehtinen (1947)

first suggest cubicles for 'academic activitieS of brain injured children.

CruickShank, Bentzen, Tazebursi, and Taiinehauser (1961) make a similar ,

recommendation for hyperactive children. Haring and Phillips (1962) have

suggested that emotionally disturbed children-Might work better in such

restricted environments. The logic underlying ehe use of study booth's to

facilitate learning,is based on observations that atypical children seem

fo'overreact to irrelevant stimuli in th4C environments and that these

overreactions interfere witl?. study behavior;. In general, howeyer, the

research does pot demonstrate.that the use of cubicles will facilitate

learning. CrUickshank et al. (1,61) found no significant differences in(

academic ichievement by brain inju'red children in experimental groups ,

(using study boot6s) and in control groups. .Haring and PhilliOs (1962)

did show significant effects in a miltivariate analysjs of their data.

However,.thce use of cubicles was combined wih the manipuiAion of many

other classroom variables, and the specific effects.of the cOicles was

difficult to ascertain. Two studies (Rost &,Charles, 1967; Shores &

Haubrich, 1969) which used more tightly contrdl1dcj single subject designs

found no significantle,cts 6n academie performance. However, the Shores
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. ,

and Hadbrich (.9) study reported,a small (10%) but statistically .signi-

ficant change in attending behavior by emotionallpdisturbed children.

Cubicles or other restrictecNettings may ,be of some help in the initial
..

steps of teaching children, particularly when-attendfng behavior s being
%

, shaped; however, cubicles alone do not appear to pOsitively affe actua1,4. ,

. ... u.
, .

. ,

academic performance.

Stulies by Tizard (1968) and by Gardener, CrOmwerl,.and Foshee (1959)

strengthen the argument that restricted environments may not be particularly

beneficialin limiting inappropriate behaviors in retarded (Tizard) and

c..hyperactive
(Gardener et al.) children. Ti,zard (1968) reported observations .

of.overactive children in roomTrwithtoys and rooms without toys, and found

no significant differences in movements' classified as evidencing hyper- .

actfyity. Gardener et al. (1959),found that displays of visually stimulating,

objects (Christmas tree lights, party hats,.6eads., etc,) reduced ihe

activity lev34 of,the 88 subjects they evaluated in high'and low:visual

ftimulation conditions. BeCause heither'of these studies directly measured

academic or appropriate prosocial behaviorst their, implications for class-

rooms are somewhat limited. More,extensive documentation of child behavior

under similar experimental conditions would bave'added considerably to

the strength of these investigatiOns. JO

In general,,there is little research,evaluating the effects of arch-

1\

.

t cturaf variables on young handicapped children. The correlative literature
:.. ...

for children Of other ases and abilities does not provide obvious pre-

scriptions for younger more limited-children. Strong arguments !Or or

- againt or restricted environments,cannot be Offered on the basis.of

the limited, and somewhat contradictory, evtdence. Physical variablet,

such as classroom arrangement, must be measured with careful attention to

KW 0

,
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Other compoents of the classroom ecology. The studies investi^gattng

the effects'of open and closed environments implicitly suggest that the,

.
effects of tbese variables are typitally modified by the teacher!s ability

,

to manage the children and to impose a structure upon the clpssroom in .

.goneral...' Few studies have offered sufficient measurement of teacher
, ,.. 4 .*I 1 .* , 'Y , : . .

,
,

behaflor to isolite the,role of the phys/cal arrangement'plone. furth9,-
s .

more, much literature on limited environments may not be,applicable to

classrooms because neither of the conditions evaluated (higlily restricted

.

vs, highly distracting) is likely to occur in a classroom. The range of

environmental complexity (limited vs, rich) is at least somewhat determined

,by the purpose of the setting, and thus, neithe of the experimental

-conditions are prdbable. . 4

The conclusions to be dffered must(be tenative ones: (1) open enViron-
.

1

ments do not appear to be detrimental to the students who havee learned to-'

manage their behavior in sUch settings, and such environments may facilitate

.staff superesion of students (2) the relative effects of the physical

arrangement (open vs. closed) interacts strongly with adult management of
&

/

,the setting, 0(3) restrjcted environments with.limited stimuli to distrect

' the child do not appear to have particular advantage over normally stimulating

//
settings, and.(4)fluorescentlighting may contribute to the display of

certain types of undesirable behavior in children,-hewever, the relathe

effect may be quite limited.'

S hedulin .

:The sequence in 'which clAs',sroom activities ar arranged is an important

part of'the eCology of,ajearning setting. Ecolog cal'studies by' GumP (1969,

1974) have suggeited thit the order df tlassoom events is a ty'pe of con-

textual setting and that activities may result in different behaviors depending
r4cr

49-

or
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upon what precedes or follows them. While' the ecologists have not offered 1

specific data on thissaspect of behavior settings, a few experimental

tudies have investigated alternative schedultng arrangements in preschool

and grade school classes.

,

Krantz ind'Risley'(1978) and Hawn, Holt, and Holmberg (197a) studied

the effects of preceding activitielbon children attending-in a largdO'Iroup

tipe activity and found conflicting results..; Krantz and Risley Lpared

attending during a 15-min. story session when it was preceded by a) an active

session followed by a transition activity, and b) an inactive session followed

by a transition activity. Visual attendance to the teacher and the story

/'

were significantly greater when the story followed an inactive session.

Disruptive behaviors were less frequent and transition time was,5horter when

the preceding activity was. inactive Introduction of deScriptive praise.
411,

_i.A an0 privileges during the transition and story time following acve sessions

\

, .

produced greater visual attendance, less.disruptions and shorter transition

imes.

Hawn et al. observe four normal children in a preschool during-two

conditions similar to those used.by Krantz and Risley (1978). Attending

in.a group activity (story or movie) was coipared when it was preced by
,/--

either outside play or table activities (puzzles, manipulative, of con-

ceptual games). The rvults indicated that the children were less attentive

in large group when a quibt activity preceded it than when an active act-

',.ivity preceded it. Because.both studies seem to be methodogically. sound

and the definitions of behavior imparable, the results are surprising. It

. fs possible that the subject populations were sufficiently different (Krantz &

Risley's subjects wdre inner-city children in a community daycare setting;

Hawh et al.'s werp thildren enrolled in a university preichool) to produce

4.
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I.

different fiAdings. Also, the difference in location of the active actiOties

(inside in the Krantz & Risley sey; outside in Hawn et al.) may have

beeil an important variable.Such a discrepancy in results certainlymerits

further investigation.

Another aspect of scheduling is the numbr of activiies simultaneously
(

Avaflable to children.,and the conditions for moving among the activities,

Doke and Risley (1,72) measured and compared preshoolers participating in

"activities during two daily schedulers. In the first scl*dule (Condition 1),

severalLtetivIties were available at one ttme and the children had'the

option of moving from one to another freely. In the-second schedule

(Condition 2), the activities were sequenced so all children participated

in one activity and then moved to the next activity. A variation of the

second sch dule'(Cqndition 3), required all children to wait until everyr

'one.finished the first activity then to move as a group to the second activity.

/ Particpation levels were equally high during the first two conditions which

allowed individual childrento move to ano er area when they had fiAished

their activity and cleaned up. When the childreniwere required to wait

after each activity until the group was ready to move "en masse," partici

pation levels decreased considerably. These findings coincide with those

in an4earlier study ('LeLaurin & Risley, 1972) with toddlers. When thildren

moved in groups of 6-12 with a teacher assigned to each group, the

percentages of child participation in activities As Abch lower than when

teachers were assilined'to zones (bathroon, lunch table, puzzles, dtc.), an

the children allowed to move froM one activity to another as soon as they

completed an activity.

Eck (19W4) evaluated daycare procedures for nap times. As.j,n the

studies by Doke and Risley (1972) and LeLaurin and Risley,(1972), allowing

o
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children to leave the nap area individually was more efficient in terms
er

'of actual time sleeping and number of disruptions, than having tHe'group,

' wait and leave togeqier. The consistency of these findings with children

ranging from 1,8 mbnths to fiie years would 'seen to suggest that scheduling

activities to allow children to move from one area to another as they

complete a given actjvity is desiable.

Only one study examyIng the effects of scheduling on handicap of

populations was found. Frederickson and Frederickson,(1977) compared

fixed schedules with random schedules for 12 daily activities. During

fixed scheduring, the 12,tasks were presented in the same order each day.

During the random scheduling conditidns, the first 10 activities, were

, presented in a different, predetermined random schedule eAch.day. Fdr

the 11 TAR students, task completion was lower during random conditions and

rates of disruptions increased. StudeMs with the lbwest levels of

appropriate behavior showed the greatest losses in task completion and

the largest increases:in disruptions. The results of this study are

qui e .clear.14oiever, it seems unlikely that random scheduling would be

use i any classroom.
4

Arra sement of Materials in the Classroom

he materials children have available to them may be an important

Nariable in classrooms, particularly to the extent setting events affect

their academic and, social behavior. The do sistency of preschool children's

behavier acisoss si k ations containing the sa materials or activities has,

been reported'by several authors (Rosenthal-, 1973; Kounin & Gump, 1974; e,

Rose, Blank, & Spalter, 1975). ,

Most investigations during the 19301s focused bn the effects of play
,---

Phateri,als on preschool'children's activities (cf. Slater, 1939; Hulson,

1930; Updegraff & Herbst, 1933; Van Alstyne, 1932). Many current recommend-

.
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ations for toys fouhd in child development texts and parent guides

(cf. Read, 190; HildOrand, 1976) seem to reflect the findings of these

early studies. Generally, the investigations focused.on play materials

that produced greater or lesser degrees of social interaction among the
_ ,

children playing with them; howe4erothe thorough study by Van Alstyne

(1932) examined relative perceneages of ttme spent w-rth'different materials,,

attention ipan with'each matenial, frequency of choice; child stated

preference and amount of participation with each material by 2.-o 3-, 4-,

and 5-year-olds. 'The results of Van Alstyne's study' are complex because

of the extensive nature of her measurements 4nd the number of matertals

she examined, however, some general findings were:

1) ' For all ages, Children seemed to prefer raw materials (mate-

rials that could )ae made into something to suit the child's

puposes: blocks/ clay, crayons and paper). Blocks were

the most preferred material bt childrensof bath sexes at all

ages.

There were differences in preference by sex and age, butcgenerally

not by intelligence or socio-economic background.

3)zt The-majority (ranging from 70% to 90%) of time-children spent-

playing was not spent in cooperative play. About 50t of the

time children played alone; 20% - 30% of the time.they engaged

in parallel, non-cooperative play.

4) The materials.most likely, to produce passive cooperations

. were wagons, dishes, hollow blocks, assorted blocks, doll

corners; colored.cubes, dump trucks and parallel bars.

The materials most likely to result in child-child conversation

were dishes, hollow blocks, doll corner, wagon, parallel bars,

telephone, blocks, colored cubes, balls, crayons, and clay.

The trends in these findings have been verified on a more restricted scale

by Shure (1963).

Quilitch and Risley (1973), and Quilitch,, Christopherson and Risley

(1977) have also examined children's preferencq for toys and the type

,.....pf,pehavior (Primarily social or non-soctl) ,exhibited while playing with

2
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these material. These findings support eatlier ones (Hulson,.1930;

Van Alstyne, 1932) by demOnstrating ttiat children display ucIns,fi'tent

. types Of behavibr with certan'toyi and iome materials-(for example,

gameswSich requireOteral.players) prOuce higher jevels of social

11
interaction'than others which may'be pleayed with in -Isolation (for

example, tinker t6ys).

In addition to the evaluation of materials, som consideration has

been given to the type of activitY. For example';Doke (1975) reported .

that children prefer and are more attentive' in"informal (settings in which
r)

children may obtain different materialos and may use them in)a vartety of

ways) activities than in formal (teacher led, with a single set of

materials used in a particular way) activities. The use of formal activities

41P .may be necessary in'handicapped classrooms, however Doke's findin s sUggest/

that arrarigement of materials to allow for child choice could be a potent-

ially important consideration.

11,1onteS- and Risley (1976) itvestigated the effects of toy arrangement

on the duration of play by preschoolers. Use of toy boxes rather than

shelves with manipulative toys reduced the amOunt uf time children actually

sp4nt Oaying with the toys.1,PWith blocks and housekeeping materials, no

significant-differences in play time were seen between the two arrangements.

,
Storing toys on:shelves required much more child time for clean up,

however. In arAecond study limited and free access totoxs were compared,
1

and no difference in child play time were seen. The classrUom teachers

.exPressed a preferenos.for the limited access conditions. Several other

teachers,atid caregivers rated the play gomplexity during both conditions,

and about 69% of the'raters favored the

Two ther aspects-of material,
, .

limited access condition.

have beenlreported on by Risley and'

****.."

6



Ms colleagues. Dake anc& Risley (1972) fotipd tha,t relatively few materials

could lie offered in' sAngle activity area, if children were permitted to

go to other areas. Participation le4ls declosed'when materials wer2

removed only when children had no alternative activities to choose from: ,

Krantz and Risley (1978) verifierthe importanCe oflaterials.

behaviOr by.comparing the 3evels of disruption for eight children when'all
9

liad worksheets*to 'complete, :and when'only four had worksheets and the other

four waited for materials. Disruptions were lowest when'all thildren had

materialS. The subjects without materials 'were significantl; more

disruptilie than those with materials. When destriptive praise for appro

priate betja)vior was introduced, disruptions decreased markedly for all'

, 4

children, although the.children without materitili.continued to have the

*hest disruption rates':
%

These stUdeies demonstrating the consistency of.noemal children's

behavior with toys woUld sugges that similar tonsistencies will be found
..,.. ----....

-with handicapped chfldren. ,The severity and nature of the handicapping

condition might, however, alter or limit the child's behav oral repertoire

so that theenormative data would not be,predictive.of an indivi

- handicapped child's.performance. The studies egamining arrdngements of
4

toys (Montes & Risley, 1975) might also need further verificattonlor hand-
*

capped populations, especially for populations with minimal motor skills.
, A

With such children, mlanipulating toys in a toy box apd returning toys to

Shelves would,be relatiVely more difficult tasks and therefoee greater .

_differences between alternative,arranOments might be found.

Implications for Research

The yrrent literature on the design,of classrooms for young'handi-
.

capped children' and crassrodms which integrate normal and,handicapped
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children is limiteld in both quantity and, quality. Relatively few studies

have been done, and those which dre experimentally sound offer only limited

prescriptions for the design of classrooms. A few variables (e.g., type

alighting) have been sxstematically analyzed,, however, these limited

analyses do not constitute a sufficient basis for general classroom guide-
,

lines for practitioners,

'N The research model fqrwarded by Risley and his colleagues seems to be .

a feasible one for further investigations. What -is needed is programmatic

research focusing onfenvironmental arrangements common.to clastrooms for

special populations. A series of investigations examining the numerous

dimensions for the physical environment rather than a few isolated studie

must be completed before empirical.6/ based recommendations-to practitioners

can be made. Replications across children of various ages and handicaps
q

will be necessary for validating the recommendations.

Specifically, the following areas need funthoktnvestigation:

Teacher/Child ratios. The limited investigations reported in this

papec, suggest that low teacher/child ratios are not helpful in generatinb

child-child interacions, and may not be neCessary in academic settings.

Determining the most etf\ective ratios will require better measurement of

.desired child behaviors (on-task, independent play, sociaT interaction).

IX seems likely that te may be differences in optimal ratios depending

upon the specific popuT tio and activity: For example, with deaf childr6

displaying.limited conm41nica1ve compentency, small teacher/child ,ratios

might be particularly desirable because such an arrangement would insure

,high rates of'opportunities to interact with a communicative compentent

persons

Ch'ild groupings... As in the case of teaCher/Ipd/ratios, more thorough

4.

1.
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measureme s g desired behaviors (imitation, on-task, initiations:social

interaction) are 'needed twevaluate the relative effects of different groupings

of children. With the currenthemphasis on mainstreaming, research invest-

.. "

igating the effects., of mixing normal and handicapped children would be timely.

Size of group and range of'skill leVels within groups merit further consid7

eratign as well.

Material choice and arrangement. Much research has focused on material

usage and the resultant interacfions,by normal children, Comparison

research with a variety of handitapped,Oildren would'be useful. Arrange-

A

ments of materials within classrooms should.be evaluated with specifi:9 concern

for chiAren with handicaps which might interfere with their interacting

with. materials arranged,in certain ways (e.g., piled in tgy boxes, or onN\,,

high shelves). Arrangements of materials might also be evaluated in terms

of teaching potential and amount of teacher time Tequired for distribution

of materials.

Scheduling. The arrangement oT activities'within the daily schedule

may have special impliltions for handicapped populations with typicallY

shorter attention spans and fewer skills. Sequences of activities,

transition styles, and'individual versus group activitres need consideration

with children exhibiting differing handicaps.

Architectural rrangeMents. Variables such as lighting, color of
.

room, and size of room have been postulated as *portant variables in

humanleitironments.' Since many of these variables may be.givens in child
/ .

care fttings, it seems, more feasible to focus,on coMponents of the setting

4
which can be rearcangfd by setting,personnel. The itssue of "open" versus

Pclosed" classroomosettings is perhaps tod general for specific investigations,

however, certain aspects of environments, such as the use of reStricted

,

A
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areas'or separate rodms for preacademic activities, and,dividing the room

for specific acpvities rather than allowing one contiguous space might be

examined for effects of both'child performance and ease!of teaCher superidsiori.

Implications for Application (4-
4

In general, the limited sdope of research on environmental variables

with handicapped children 'requires that any sOggestfigns to the practitioner

must be made with great caution. Most of the suggestions offered are

based more on research with normal preschoolers/than on specific examih-

atiOns with .han capped'populatIons. 4

The relative strength of ecological variables in mod4fying children's'.

'behaviors has not been empirically tested. Most studies have nasured

only a few.primary physical 4ariables and a_few child behaiors. To

"valuate the effects of physical ecological variables, the dynamic eco-

system of the classroom must be described and, ideally, quantified; The

classroom is a system in which the physical arrangement of the room, available

niaterials, children and theW competencies, and adults and their.compentencies

continuously interact to form a unique environment. The relative contribution

of any single variable is extensively modified by the configuration of,

other simultaneous or adjacent environment4a1 and contingency variabies.

Discrete environmental variables, if considered as part of the dynamic

ecosystem,'can influence pe system, however. For example, the selection
)

or play materials may have a moderate but direct effect on children's

4 behavior. At the same time, materials may support or interfere with teacher

mimit6ring of spectfic child behavior. Because the single variable (shoice

of materials) influences the child directly, and influences the teache'r's

behavior.toward the child, the cejunctive or interactive impact of the

variable may be greater thao'it would appear to be in an investigation

.11

3"
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attemPting,to isolate the effeCts of the variable.on certain c4ild,behaviors.'

Ph the classroom, two populations are influenced by Changes in social

ind ecological variables.: the child'populatioh and the adult populAtion.

Any intervention directed toward "child also will influence the,adults. For'

example, arranging the daily schedule tO provide continuous transttion from

one activity to another rather than having children wait until all have

completed an activity befbre beginming the next activity, changed children's

evel of disruption by eliminating waiting and provides opportunities for

teachers to obse'rve and reinforce social interaction. Changing the physical

environment may ina ertehtly change the social conttagecies either.between,

children or between teachers and children, and thus, a larger magnitte of

effect may. be evidenced.

If a general recommendation can,be made to practioners,,it is that

powerful environmental variables are those _which simultaneously affect both

. *
the adult and the child, and that support the general model of the classroom.

For example, if peer intpractit is a primary objective in a classrobm, the

conjunctive uie of social materials, adjustment of teaoher-child ratios, and

arrangtng the room.to provide areas for interaction will 'provide opportun-

ities for display and support of the desired behavior. By alterinathe

environment in several complimentary ways, the intended nuturance of social
A A

interaction is highly probable. Altering the environment to desired.

behavior an.be noticed by teachers is as important as providing direct

environ ental suppori for the behavior.

Teacher preference may also play a role in determining the effects

of environmental arrangements. When a teacher arranges a classroom, the

f
,arrangement reflects an envfronmenial model that works for her. While the

particular arrangmenttmay not be 'ideal from an outside evaluator's point of
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cview, it'has,the istinct advantage of having been consucted by the person,

who uses the envi onment to achieve particWar 'goals. Teacher preference

need not define or :limit the arrangement' of a classroom4, but it is an

important consideration. An arrangement a teacher likes is much more likely

to have the desired effect than one she does not find comfortable.'

Child competency is an unexplored issue in ecological psychology, but

it is of'partiCUlar import nce to persons coristructingenvjronments!or

handicapped preschoolers The.limited evidence available (cf., Stodolosky,

1974) s'uggests that younger or less skilled children will be affected most

by changes in educational settings. More competent children mayte able

to adapt to any,environmental configuration and behave appropriately

variety of Conditions. The accumulating evidence demonstrating

a lack of ralizafion across settings (Stokes and Baer, 1977) would seem

to suggest that setting variables,may.play an important role with Minimally

skilled populations: The Tiferature with handicapped children is far too

:pmited to allow more than speculation at this point., however.

The'following suggestions are made with the caution that much additional

research is needed tO verify ihe effects of environmental variables on handi-

. cap* childrent Specific selection of materials, teacher-child ratios, and

other setting variables must consider the particmlar populations 'and the

goals of the program the setting will suppOrt. No single material or

arrangement will serve all programs equally 'well, and until a mbre complete

research base is compiled for decisions, the choices must be made somewhat

subjeCt1v441y.

(1). Certain toys may be useful in encouraging social interaction.

.Building materials, dramatic play and games requiring more than onb pekon

have been shown to be consisiently correlated with higherrates of spcial
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Play. Spdcific toys.must be selected dn-the basis of children si skills.

However, the use of certain classes of materials may 6e useful in supporting

both child-child interaction and teacher prompt for inter'action.

(2) Schedules that allow children alternatives and do not require

children to wait° for the group to,finish an activity before individuals

move on to other activities appear to be preferable since children can be

nearly constantly engaged in aceivities.

(3) One-to-one teaching during preacademic and language learning

pdriods i not necessarily to small groups of children with alt,

single te cher.

(4) Ideal ratiOs of teachers to`children probably depends upon what

specific child behaviors are desired. Low teacher/child ratios will reduce

child-child interaction and will increase teacher-child interaction.
NV

(5) Restricted settings with limited stimulus variability may not

increase children's academic performance although increases jn attending in

S.

such settings have been noted.

(6) The teaC.her is the single most important componerit of the child's

academic environment. Research has shown that teacher attention can be used

contingently to alter child behavior in a variety ofibless satisfactory

environmental arrangements.

Conclusions

This paper hasTeviewed lite ature investigating the physical aspects

of cjawooms for ,young childrrn In general, the research directly

relevant to designing classrooms for.handicapped populations ls

Current recommendations for facilities for handicapped children do not

appearto be based on empirical findings about effects of environmental

variables on child or teacher behavior. A programmatic research effort

A
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, is needed in this area to better define the effects of (f).teacher/chi_ld

ratios, (2) material choice and arrangements, (3) child groupings (4)

scReduling, and (.5) architeCtural,arrangements on the behavior of handicapped

children in preschool classrooms

a

4. I

I.

3 41,
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